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Abstract
India is expected to become the world's second largest producer of crude steel in the next 10 years, moving up 
from the third position, as its capacity is projected to increase to about 300 Mt by 2025.

The Start Up India and Stand Up India is a big initiative to enable startups through financial support so that 
they can use their innovative ideas can be used in right direction. Hon'ble Prime Minister of India has also 
requested to all the banks to support at least one dalit and one woman entrepreneur. This scheme will motivate 
and promote new comers towards business and grow their career and economy of the country

For India to scale to 300 MTPA, the primary technology route will have to be through the integrated steel plants 
with Blast Furnaces (BF). Therefore Indian Steel Industry’s technology and innovation model has to be aligned 
around optimizing the BF route of production namely in terms of energy, raw materials, process and operations. 
There are three routes to achieve this production target – Integrated Steel Plant with large Blast Furnace , 
Installation of Mini Blast Furnaces  and Up-gradation of existing Blast Furnaces. 

MECON is well placed to play pivotal role in linking the startups with the Industry. MECON already has its 
footprint in majority of integrated steel plants and Blast Furnaces of the country.

Key words : 300 MT production target, start up and stand up, Blast Furnace, installation of ISPs with large BF, 
Mini Blast Furnaces, up-gradation of existing BF, scope of startups for MBFs &  manufacturing  of imported 
equipments.

Iron and Steel Industry in India - Economic Perspective
India is expected to become the world's second 
largest producer of crude steel in the next 10 years, 
moving up from the third position, as its capacity is 
projected to increase to about 300 MT by 2025. Huge 
scope for growth is offered by India’s comparatively 
low per capita steel consumption and the expected 
rise in consumption due to increased infrastructure 
construction and the thriving automobile and 
railways sectors. 

In 2015, crude steel production was 62.39 MT (April 
to December). Total crude steel production rose at 
a CAGR of 5.54% over the last five years to reach 
81.69 MT in FY14. Private sector production from 
Tata Steel, JSW Steel, JSPL, Bhushan and others grew 
at a CAGR of 7.22% between 2010-15. The steel 
sector contribute 2% to the GDP of the Nation and 
provides 6 lakhs jobs in the country. 
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In 2014, India stood as the largest sponge iron 
producer in the world, while the total crude steel 
capacity during 2016-17 by the private investors is 
expected to rise by 76.8 MT. SAIL is the leader in 
India’s steel sector; in FY14, the company accounted 
for 12% of the country’s finished steel production and 
16.7 % in the country’s crude steel production Tata 
Steel, another household name in the country, leads 
private sector activity in steel sector. During 2014, 
the firm accounted for 9% finished steel production 
and 11.2% in the Country’s crude steel production.

Relevance of  “Start up India and Stand up 
India” in Indian Iron Making Industry
• What is Startup India Standup India Campaign:
A new campaign named as Startup India, Standup 
India was announced by the Hon'ble Prime 
Minister, Shri Narendra Modi during his speech 
on Independence Day 2015. This is an effective 
scheme launched on 16th of January 2016 by the 
Modi government to help youths of the country. 
This is an initiative by the Indian PM to give 
opportunities to the youths to become industrialists 
and entrepreneurs which need the establishment 
of a startup network. Startups means youths of the 
country will be supported through finance from 
banks to strengthen those startups better, so that 
they can create more employment in India.

In Indian Iron & Steel Industry, after the 
liberalization, many Private Steel Plants have come 
up and specially Mini Steel Plants. Through this 
initiative , it is expected that many youths will take 
part in India’s ambitious plan of producing 300 
MTPA  by 2025. 

• Relevance to Indian Iron Making Industry
For India to scaleup to 300 MTPA, the primary 
technology route will have to be through the 
integrated steel plants with Blast Furnaces (BF). 
Therefore Indian Steel Industry’s technology 
and innovation model has to be aligned around 
optimizing the BF route of production namely 
in terms of energy, raw materials, process and 
operations.

Mega steel projects require rigorous planning, 
engineering and project management for success. 
Given the capital intensity of these projects at about 
a billion dollar/ million ton of steel, integrated 
engineering and project management  play a key 
role in the financial and operational success of an 
integrated steel project.
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Integrated Steel Plants with Blast Furnace installations having steel making process route are : 

Company/ Works
Steel Making 
Process

Iron Making Facilities (Blast 
Furnaces)

MECON’s Role

SAIL, Bhilai BOF/ THF
3 x 1033 m3, 3 x 1719 m3, 
1 x 2355 m3, 1 x 4060 m3 Consultancy & Engineering

SAIL, Bokaro BOF 4 x 2000 m3, 1 x 2500 m3 Consultancy & Engineering

SAIL, Durgapur BOF
1 x 1323 m3, 2 x 1400 m3, 
1 x 1800 m3 Consultancy & Engineering

SAIL, Rourkela BOF
3 x 1323 m3, 1 x 1658 m3, 
1 x 4060 m3 Consultancy & Engineering

SAIL, Burnpur THF/ BOF 2 x 1170m3, 1 x 4161m3 Consultancy , Engineering  & 
PMC

Tata Steel, Jamshedpur BOF
1 x 1800 m3, 1 x 2600 m3, 
2 x 3814 m3 -

Tata Steel, Kalinga Nagar BOF 1 x 4300 m3 -

JSW, Toranagallu BOF
1 x 1250 m3 (under  upgradation), 
1 x 1681 m3, 2 x 4019 m3 Consultancy & Engineering

JSW, Dolvi EAF 1 x 2581 m3 (Under upgradation) Consultancy & Engineering

RINL BOF 2 x 3800 m3 , 1 x 3200 m3 -

JSPL, Raigarh EAF 1 x 686 m3, 1 x 1681m3 Consultancy & Engineering

Bhushan, Meramandali EAF/ EIF 1 x 1681 m3, 1 x 3800 m3 Consultancy & Engineering
Bhushan Power & Steel 
LTD., Odisha

EAF
1 x 1000 m3, 1 x 2015 m3 (Under 
implementation)

Consultancy & Engineering

Essar Steel, Hazira EAF
1 x 2000 m3

-

NINL BOF 1 x 1915 m3 Consultancy, Engineering & 
PMC

Growth Prospects of the Iron & Steel 
Industry in India
• Expansion and installation of green field Steel 
plants
India has finally emerged as a steel making location 
for global players. The global steel industry appears 
to be in a race to invest in high-growth zones, such 
as, India. The amount of activity in the sector has 
picked up speed in the past few years. To enhance 
capacity by 488.66 million tonnes, 301 MOUs have 
been signed with states. 4 MOUs were signed at 

Dantewada, Chhattisgarh. Potential steel addition 
capacity would attract an investment of 83 to 
USD 166 billion USD. Most of the companies in 
the industry are undertaking modernisation and 
expansion of plants which are more cost effective.

SAIL has undertaken modernisation and expansion 
for its six plants for capacity augumentation through 
brown field route. SAIL has commissioned its 
RSP BF-5 of 4019m3 BF complex along with its 
downstream facilities in the year 2013 at Rourkela, 
Odisha. In the year 2014, SAIL has blown-in Kalyani, 
India’s biggest Blast Furnace on 30.11.2014 at ISP, 
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Burnpur, West Bengal.  At Bhilai, 4060m3 BF complex 
and its downstream facilities are in advanced stage 
of erection and expected to commission in the year 
2016. The production capacity of SAIL is expected 
to increase from 13 MTPA to 50MTPA in 2025 with 
the total investment of USD24.88 Billion.

Domestic Private Steel producers has also lined-up 
their ambitious plans to set up new integrated steel 
plants in various parts of India. The existing capacities 
and their expansion targets are illustrated below : 

On above, expansions, the following BF capacities 
are being implemented :

On above, expansions, the following BF capacities 
are being implemented:”

Consultancy & Engineering and PMC by MECON

Consultancy  & Engineering by MECON

Installation of Mini Blast Furnaces (MBFs)
The Mini Blast Furnace (MBF)  route of iron making 
is the most proven technology  and are ideally suited 

to small scale operations. A Mini Blast Furnace 
(MBF), which can be viewed as is a miniature 
version of conventional large blast furnace, also has 
a few additional characteristic features known for 
their simplicity and economy.

Smaller scales of operation allows the use of inferior 
grade of iron ore. Mini blast furnaces are becoming 
increasingly as an economic and reliable source of 
iron for foundries as well as for forward integration 
with steelmaking units in EAF / EOF (and sometimes 
even small BOF) based steel plants. 

The limitation of mini blast furnaces is that coal 
injection is normally difficult and the higher 
specific heat requirement has to be met entirely by 
coke (normally purchased from external sources).
In India, with the recent increasing demand of 
pig iron and steel, mini blast furnace technology 
has proliferated. MBF units are spread all over the 
country. If this trend continues, which is more likely 
to happen, Mini Blast Furnace Technology would 
play an increasingly important role in the rapid 
and wide spread growth of iron and steel making 
capacity in this country. 

Modernisation & Up-gradation of existing 
Blast Furnaces
One of the key contributors to the envisaged growth 
in the volume of hot metal production by 2020 is 
through realization of the full potential of the present 
facilities and capacity enhancements of existing 
blast furnaces. Blast furnaces in India, which were 
mostly built in sixties & seventies, have undergone 
long campaign in different stages. Most of these 
furnaces are ageing, operating with old technology 
and require revamping and up-gradation thereby 
absorption of state of the art technology. 

This technological up-gradation and capacity 
augmentation through capital repair route is reckoned 
as most effective, fast result yielding & economical 
and can be executed in short time schedule. 
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Installation of greenfield large blast furnaces call for 
huge capital investment, long gestation period and 
massive infrastructure facilities. In a nutshell, need 
of Modernisation & Up-gradation of existing Blast 
Furnace with capacity enhancement are as given below:

Role of MECON in the Indian Steel 
Industry
MECON has contributed significantly in Indian 
Steel Industry in their expansion, refurbishment 
and modernization. MECON engineered several 
integrated steel plants and mini blast furnace 
complexes are working successfully in various 
steel plants of public sector enterprises viz, SAIL, 
RINL, NINL and in private sectors viz. Essar, Jindal, 
Bhushan, Tata Metaliks, Usha Martin, Sunflag, 
Adhunik, SLR etc. Internationally, MECON has 
made its presence felt by providing quality design, 
engineering & consultancy services for about 130 
projects in different countries.

MECON is the only Indian Technology Supplier 
with a comprehensive range of Blast Furnace design. 
MECON has also executed on Turnkey basis the 
reconstruction of Blast Furnace No.7 at SAIL-BSP 
and Blast Furnace  no. 3 at Durgapur Steel Plant 
in record time. Moreover, MECON has made 
significant contribution to the mini-blast furnace 
sector with its design of indigenous mini-blast 
furnaces and the only Indian organization which 
has successfully developed its own indigenous in 

– house design of BF proper, hot blast stoves, fully 
flat & covered cast house & auxiliaries. MECON is 
presently developing indigenous engineering and 
design for large Blast Furnace of size ~4250 m3. This 
shall help to establish MECON firmly in the family 
of large BF designers with indigenous technology 
base & offer very competitive pricing

MECON has shared its expertise in consultancy 
and engineering services with a host of private 
companies manufacturing vital iron and steel 
products. A shining example is the Jindal South 
West Limited’s (erstwhile JVSL) Steel Plant set-up 
up at Torangallu in Bellary district of Karnataka. 
This Steel Plant is the first steel plant in India based 
on the COREX technology, ushering in a new era in 
the country’s steel industry. MECON has designed 
and engineered a 1250 m3  Blast Furnace at JSW, 
Torangallu, which has been operating successfully 
at a productivity of >2.0t/m3/day for the last 10 
years. MECON is providing consultancy and PMC 
services for India’s largest Blast Furnace of 4506 
m3 being constructed at NMDC-NISP, Nagarnar. 
Additionally MECON is significantly contributing 
in reconstruction and up-gradation of existing 
Blast Furnaces for which MECON has rendered 
engineering and consultancy services for mini blast 
furnaces for Usha Martin, Tatametaliks, JSPL, KIC 
Metaliks. Presently, MECON is involved in up-
gradation of blast furnaces in JSW, Toranagallu, 
JSW-Dolvi, Sesa Goa. 

• Footprint on almost all Blast Furnaces of India 
• Commissioned around 25 BFs in the last 15 

years
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• Complete know - how & technology provider, 
concept to commissioning services & 
developed engineering base 

• Executed projects in the size range of 150 m3 
- 4,500 m3

• Trusted engineering & EPC partner and 
supplier of critical MECON designed 
equipment

• Executed BF capital repair, revamping & 
upgradation projects (alongwith increase in 
BF volume) on EPC basis 

• Exposure to contemporary benchmarked 
designs 

• Experience of working with global technology 
suppliers 

Start-up in the Iron & Steel Sectors enabled 
by MECON
Success of the following companies bear testimony 
to MECON’s role in enabling Start-ups in Iron 
Making :

• JSPL, Raigarh : MECON built JSPL’s first MBF 
of 350 m3 . This was subsequently up-graded 
to 446 m3 and then 686 m3 with MECON 
as Consultant. MECON has also provided 
engineering and consultancy services for JSPL 
BF-2 of capacity 1681 m3. Success of these 
furnaces has catapulted JSPL into becoming 
one of the major steel producers in India.

• KIC Metaliks Ltd : MECON is associated with 
the Re-building of 215m3 Small Blast Furnace

• BPSL : MECON has provided Engineering 
& Consultancy Services for 2015 m3 Blast 
Furnace Complex at Rengali, Odissa

• BMM Ispat Ltd : MECON is providing 
Engineering Services and Supply of Critical 
equipment for 1250 m3 Blast Furnace at 
Hospet, Karnataka

• Usha Martin Ltd : MECON is engineering 
and consultancy services for up-gradation  of 
the existing MBF # 1 from 215 m3 WV to 245 
m3 WV  at Jamshedpur  

• Tata Metaliks Ltd : MECON has provided 
Detailed engineering and consultancy services 
for capacity enhancement & de-bottlenecking 
of the existing MBF # 2 from 215 m3 WV to 
optimum possible at Kharagpur  

• Aparant Iron & Steel Pvt. Ltd. : MECON 
has provided Detailed engineering and 
consultancy services for setting up Hot Blast 
Stoves for existing blast furnace

• Monet Ispat Ltd : Detailed engineering and 
consultancy services for installation of 550 m3 

Blast Furnace

• Sesa Goa : MECON is providing Engineering 
& Consultancy services for up-gradation of 
BF# 1 from 175m3 to 262m3(Project currently 
stalled).

• Jindal Saw Ltd. : MECON has provided 
Technical kow how, detailed engineering and 
consultancy services for 262  m3 Blast Furnace.

• SLR Metaliks Ltd. : MECON has rendered 
Detailed engineering and consultancy services 
for 262  m3 Blast Furnace and Basic engineering, 
detailed engineering and consultancy services 
for installation of 1 x 215 m3 Blast Furnaces

• Maheshwary Ispat Limited : MECON 
is providing Basic engineering, detailed 
engineering and consultancy services for 
installation of 1 x 215 m3 Blast Furnaces.

• Kalyani Steels : MECON has provided 
Detailed engineering and consultancy services 
for installation of 350 m3 Blast Furnace and 
modification of their 2 x 250 m3 MBF.

• Deepak Steel & Power Limited : Detailed 
engineering and consultancy services for 
installation of 262 m3 Blast Furnace (job 
stalled).

• Sunflag Industries : MECON has provided 
Detailed engineering and consultancy services 
for installation of 351 m3 Blast Furnace.

• Ramswarup Loh Udyog Limited : Detailed 
engineering and consultancy services for 
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installation of 351 m3 Blast Furnace
• SAW Pipes Limited: Consultancy & detailed 

engineering BF plant  complex consisting of  
1X350 m3 BF Complex at Mundra, Gujarat

• Neepaz Metaliks (P) Limited: Basic 
engineering, detailed engineering and 
consultancy services for installation of 1 x 215 
m3 Blast Furnaces

• Kudremukh Iron & Steel Company : 
Consultancy and detailed engg for pig iron 
and DISP plant consisting of 1X350 m3 BF at 
Mangalore. And Equipment supply for 1 x 350 
m3 BF at Mangalore

Almost all iron producers in India have a rich 
association with MECON.
Scope of Start Up in the area of manufacture 
of equipments used in Iron Making
The state-of-art furnaces being built across India 
require a variety of equipments, many of which are 
available only through Import . The cost of imports 
may be around 20 % of the total project cost. With 
the government’s initiative, such equipments may be 
manufactured in the country. A list of items currently 
being imported which can be considered for Start up 
in Iron Making area in India, is listed below:

Sl. 
No Item/System Source of 

Import Remarks

1. Top Charging Equipment 
(Bell Less Top Equipment) 

Europe/ USA Proprietary equipment. Indigenous technology not 
available 

2. Special Steels 
(Hot Blast Stove Shell) 

Europe/ China This alloy steel is not a regular product of Indian 
manufacturers. Delivery issues persist 

3. Cast House Equipment (Clay 
Gun, Tap Hole Drilling Machine 
& Trough Cover Manipulator) 

Europe/ China Proprietary equipment. Only one European manufacturer 
has Indian workshop for assembly/ manufacture/ 
refurbishing. Indian vendors have only supplied for Mini 
BFs 

4. Pulverised Coal Injection System 
(PCI) 

Europe/ China Technology not available. Technology supplier prefers to 
supply critical items 

5. Checker Supporting System China Better quality, cheaper & fast delivery. Indigenous vendors 
are however available 

6. Technological Valves Europe/ China Technology, quality, cost & delivery issues. One/ two 
indigenous vendors available 

7. BF Refractories Europe/ Japan/ 
China 

Vendors for carbonaceous (black) refractories not 
available 

8. Waste Heat Recovery System Europe/ China New patented technology. Indigenous vendors not 
available 

9. Copper Items
(Tuyere & Tuyere Cooler)

Europe/ Japan/ 
Korea/ China 

Few reliable & reputed indigenous vendors for copper 
casting. Quality & delivery issues are important. Vendors 
for fabricated tuyeres not available. 

10. Copper Items
(Copper Staves/ Plate Coolers) 

Europe/ China Patented item of technology provider. No reliable & 
reputed indigenous vendor for copper casting available. 

11. Top Recovery Turbine (TRT) Europe/ Japan/ 
China 

Proprietary equipment. Technology not available with 
indigenous vendors 
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Sl. 
No Item/System Source of 

Import Remarks

12. Torpedo Ladle Car (TLC) China Indigenous technology & manufacturers also available.  

13. BF Top Monitoring System
(Amanoscope, BF Top Camera, 
Profilometer, Burden Probes, 
Radar SLI, etc.) 

Europe/ Japan/ 
China 

Patented equipment/ instrument. Technology not 
available indigenously.

Conclusion
For India to scale to 300 MTPA, the primary 
technology route will have to be through the integrated 
steel plants with Blast Furnaces (BF). Therefore 
Indian Steel Industry’s technology and innovation 
model has to be aligned around optimizing the BF 
route of production namely in terms of energy, raw 
materials, process and operations. There are three 
routes to achieve this production target – Integrated 
Steel Plant with large Blast Furnace , Installation of 
Mini Blast Furnaces  and Up-gradation of existing 
Blast Furnaces . MECON is well poised to support 
all the routes for capacity building in Iron Making 
including rendering Project Management Services.
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